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ABSTRACT
DNA topoisomerase II modulates DNA topology by
relieving supercoil stress and by unknotting or
decatenating entangled DNA. During its reaction
cycle, the enzyme creates a transient double-strand
break in one DNA segment, the G-DNA. This break
serves as a gate through which another DNA
segment is transported. Defined topoisomerase II
cleavage sites in genomic and plasmid DNA have
been previously mapped. To dissect the G-DNA
recognition mechanism, we studied the affinity and
reactivity of a series of DNA duplexes of varied
sequence under conditions that only allow G-DNA to
bind. These DNA duplexes could be cleaved to
varying extents ranging from undetectable (_0.5%)
to 80%. The sequence that defines a cleavage site
resides within the central 20 bp of the duplex. The
DNA affinity does not correlate with the ability of the
enzyme to cleave DNA, suggesting that the binding
step does not contribute significantly to the selection mechanism. Kinetic experiments show that the
selectivity interactions are formed before rather
than subsequent to cleavage. Presumably the binding energy of the cognate interactions is used to
promote a conformational change that brings the
enzyme into a cleavage competent state. The ability
to modulate the extent of DNA cleavage by varying
the DNA sequence may be valuable for future
structural and mechanistic studies that aim to
determine topoisomerase structures with DNA
bound in pre- and post-cleavage states and to
understand the conformational changes associated
with DNA binding and cleavage.

INTRODUCTION
Various topological problems arise for DNA during
cellular processes. These problems are rooted in the

double helical nature of DNA and its enormous length.
The advancing replication and transcription machinery,
for example, generates superhelical tension in the adjacent
double helical region, and DNA replication and recombination can generate knotted and entangled DNA structures. Topoisomerase II directly modulates the topology
of DNA by relieving supercoil stress and by unknotting or
decatenating entangled DNA, making it indispensable for
metabolic processes involving DNA (1).
DNA topoisomerase II modiﬁes DNA topology by
allowing two DNA chains to freely pass through each
other by physically breaking one of the chains.
Biochemical and structural studies have strongly suggested a plausible model for the overall mechanism of
DNA topoisomerase II (Figure 1A) (2,3). During the
reaction cycle, the enzyme binds two segments of DNA.
It creates a transient double-strand break in one DNA
helix, the gated or G-segment, using two active site
tyrosines that covalently attach to a staggered pair of
50 -phosphoryl groups (Figure 1B). This break in the
G-segment widens and acts as a gate through which the
other segment, the transported or T-segment is passed.
The DNA transport step is coupled to the hydrolysis of
ATP (4,5). The double-strand break is religated and
the T-segment exits the enzyme, completing the DNA
transport reaction.
To fulﬁll its cellular tasks, topoisomerase II must be
able to act at numerous locations throughout the genome.
An ability to bind and cleave DNA of any sequence would
presumably serve the enzyme best for this task. Contrary
to this expectation however, the enzyme does not
indiscriminately cleave DNA. Deﬁned cleavage sites
have been identiﬁed in plasmid and genomic DNA. By
mapping several hundred of these sites, degenerate
consensus sequences of up to 20 bp have been derived
for topoisomerases from a number of organisms (6–13).
To better characterize the cleavage speciﬁcity of topoisomerase II from Drosophila melanogaster, DNA
sequences that contain preferred cleavage sites were
selected for in an in vitro evolution experiment. The
evolved sequence was AT-rich, had alternating purines
and pyrimidines and was cleaved 6-fold better than the
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Figure 1. The reaction catalyzed by DNA topoisomerase II. (A) Overview of the reaction cycle. Two ATPs, G- and T-DNA bind (Steps 1 and 2).
G-DNA is cleaved and T-DNA is transported through the break in the G-DNA (Step 3). The break in the G-DNA is religated and the T-DNA is
released from the enzyme (Step 4). See the Introduction section for details. (B) Schematic of the cleavage complex between enzyme and G-DNA.
The active site tyrosines (Tyr782) of the homodimeric enzyme are covalently attached to a staggered pair of 50 -phophoryl groups on the G-DNA.
50 -32P-labeling of the duplex allows quantiﬁcation of DNA cleavage by denaturing gel electrophoresis (see the Materials and Methods section).

starting sequences (14). Although it is possible that the
observed discrimination is a consequence of the molecular
idiosyncrasies of the DNA-binding site, it has been
suggested that the DNA speciﬁcity of topoisomerases
has evolved as a means for the DNA sequence to directly
regulate the activity of the enzyme (14–17).
Dissecting the mechanism of cleavage site recognition
necessitates that DNA binding to the cleavage sites can be
isolated from DNA binding elsewhere on the enzyme. We
recently showed that the aﬃnity of the DNA cleavage
domains exceeds the aﬃnity of the other DNA-binding
site on the enzyme, the T-DNA site (18). Thus, by using
DNA duplexes that are not long enough to contact both
binding sites simultaneously and by using enzyme in
excess of DNA, DNA duplexes can be preferentially
bound at the DNA cleavage domains. Moreover, we
demonstrated that the presence of T-DNA is not required
for the enzyme to cleave and religate DNA. Therefore,
these simpliﬁed conditions that prevent T-DNA binding
can be employed to follow DNA binding and cleavage
solely at the G-DNA-binding site (18).
To explore the G-DNA recognition process, we used a
series of DNA duplexes of varied sequences, and we
determined their aﬃnities and reactivities using thermodynamic and transient kinetic measurements. This
approach allowed us to probe the contributions of
individual base pairs on the duplex to binding and
reactivity, revealed when cognate interactions are formed
along the reaction coordinate and exposed a conformational change of the enzyme–DNA complex that brings
the enzyme into a cleavage competent state.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enzyme expression and purification
Saccharomyces cerevisiae topoisomerase II was expressed
and puriﬁed as described (18).

DNA duplex substrates
A series of duplexes with palindromic sequences were
created based on a strong cleavage site located between 87
and 126 bp in pBR322 (Dup134 bp and Dup234 bp and their
derivatives; Table 1A and B) (19). With the intention of
creating DNA duplexes that are not cleaved by the enzyme
we also designed palindromic duplexes Dup334 bp and
Dup434 bp from DNA regions in the human c-myc gene
(bp 3201–3217) and pBR322 (bp 21–37) where no cleavage
sites were previously detected (13,20). The cleavage
speciﬁcity of the main cleavage site of the palindromic
DNA duplexes was 490%, except for Dup134 bp; G2T, C6T
(87%), Dup134 bp; G2T,C6T, C9T (79%) and Dup434 bp;
A3C,A5T, G6C (79%; data not shown).
DNA duplexes were assembled from DNA oligonucleotides (IDT, Coralville, IA). DNA oligonucleotides were
puriﬁed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) and annealed in annealing buﬀer (10 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na-EDTA) by heating
the mixture to 908C and cooling it to room temperature
over 2 h. As necessary, the two strands of the annealed
DNA duplexes were 50 -phosphorylated using g-[32P]ATP
(MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH) and T4-polynucleotide
kinase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) according to the supplier’s
instructions. Radiolabeled and unlabeled DNA duplexes
were further puriﬁed by PAGE on a 15% nondenaturing gel.
DNA cleavage assay
Equilibrium levels of DNA cleavage were measured in the
absence of nucleotides and under conditions that
prevent T-DNA from binding (18) such that the ATPase
and T-DNA transport reactions do not complicate
the interpretation of the DNA cleavage data. Enzyme,
50 -32P-labeled DNA and, as indicated, unlabeled competitor DNA were mixed in reaction buﬀer (50 mM
potassium HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM potassium acetate,
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Table 1. (A) 34 bp DNA duplexes; (B) 46 bp DNA duplexes and their thermodynamic parameters for binding and cleavage
Namea

A
Dup134 bp
Dup134 bp; G2T
Dup134 bp; G2T,C6T
Dup134 bp; G2T,C9T
Dup134 bp; G2T,C6T,C9T
Dup134 bp; G2T,11CTAGGAT
Dup134 bp; G2T,11GATTTCA
Dup234 bp
Dup334 bp
Dup434 bp
Dup434 bp; A3C,A5T,G6C

DNA sequenceb

K1/2(nM)c Max-cleavagec Kd,obs(nM)d Kclvg,obsd

5′
−17 −15 −13 −11 −9 −7 −5 −3 −1 1

3

5

7

3′
9 11 13 15 17

−17 −15 −13 −11 −9 −7 −5 −3 −1 1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17
3′

CCGAGGATGACGATGCG CGCATCGTCATCCTCGG
CCGAGGATGACGATGAG CTCATCGTCATCCTCGG
CCGAGGATGACAATGAG CTCATTGTCATCCTCGG
CCGAGGATAACGATGAG CTCATCGTTATCCTCGG
CCGAGGATAACAATGAG CTCATTGTTATCCTCGG
ATCCTAGTGACGATGAG CTCATCGTCACTAGGAT
TGAAATCTGACGATGAG CTCATCGTCAGATTTCA
TGAAATCTAACAATGCG CGCATTGTTAGATTTCA
CCAAAACCCAGAGAGCA TGCTCTCTGGGTTTTGG
TCATCGATAAGCTTTAA TTAAAGCTTATCGATGA
TCATCGATAAGGATGAA TTCATCCTTATCGATGA

5′

5′
−23 −21 −19 −17 −15 −13 −11 −9 −7 −5 −3 −1 1

B

Dup146 bp
Dup146 bp; C-2A
Dup246 bp

3

5

7

3′
9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

ACGGTGCCGAGGATGACGATGCG CGCATCGTCATCCTCGGCACCGT
ACGGTGCCGAGGATGACGATGAG CTCATCGTCATCCTCGGCACCGT
ACGGTGTGAAATCTAACAATGCG CGCATTGTTAGATTTCACACCGT
5′
−23 −21 −19 −17 −15 −13 −11 −9 −7 −5 −3 −1 1

3

5

7

4
18
55
24
46
23
29
29
14
N.d.f
81

0.76
0.57
0.15
0.49
0.10
0.58
0.52
0.19
0.74
<0.005
0.19

0.5
2
3

0.80
0.64
0.19

15
3.2
45
1.4
66
0.18
45
0.9
0.12
51
1.4
53
1.1
61
e
0.23
36 (23)
2.9
54
<0.005
25g
0.23
100

4.1
1.8
0.23

2
6
4

3′
9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

a
Base changes of only the 50 -half of the duplexes are indicated in the names of the duplexes. To keep the DNA duplexes palindromic, corresponding
mutations were also introduced in the 30 -half.
b
Sequences of only one strand of the duplexes are shown from 50 to 30 . All duplexes are palindromic. The center of the molecule is indicated (dot).
The numbering of the bases is relative to the center of the duplex (see ruler) with the base immediately to the left having the position 1 and that to
the right the position 1. The enzyme covalently attaches to the 2 position of each strand (arrowhead).
c
Best ﬁt parameters from Figure 1 and analogous titrations (see ﬁgure legend and Results section for details).
d
Kd,obs and Kclvg,obs are deﬁned in the Results section. Except where indicated, values calculated from K1/2 and Kclvg,obs (see the Results section).
Values for Kd,obs vary 52 two-fold, for Kclvg,obs550% in independent experiments (see the Materials and Methods section).
e
Value in parenthesis measured in competition experiments (Figure 2).
f
N.d.: not determined.

0.1 mM Na-EDTA, 20% sucrose, 0.25 mg/ml BSA, 0.01%
Tween 20, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 10 mM calcium
acetate) and incubated for 10 min before quenching with
the same volume of 1 M NaOH. All assays were carried
out at 308C. Control experiments showed that doubling or
halving the incubation time gave identical levels of
cleavage. The quenched reactions were adjusted to pH 9
with Tris–HCl, pH 7, three volumes of loading buﬀer
(9 M urea, 20% sucrose, 5 mM Na-EDTA) were added
and the mixture was heated at 908C for 1 min. The
denaturing conditions ensure that the 32P-labeled,
non-covalently bound DNA fragment dissociates from
the covalent enzyme–DNA complex (Figure 1B). The
cleaved, 32P-labeled DNA strands were then separated
from the uncleaved strands by denaturing PAGE as
described (18).
The kinetics of DNA religation was measured by ﬁrst
incubating trace amounts of 32P-labeled DNA with the
indicated enzyme concentration for 2 min in reaction
buﬀer. Then, 0.2 mg/ml (ﬁnal concentration) of unlabeled
pBR322 plasmid DNA was added, aliquots were removed
from the reaction at speciﬁed times and quenched as
above. Control experiments showed that the observed
DNA religation rate constants are not sensitive to
increasing the chase DNA concentration up to at least

E+SS

Kd

ESS

Kiso

E′SS

Kclvg,1

E′SP

Kclvg,2

E′PP

E: Enzyme in an alternative conformation
SS: Unbroken, double stranded DNA
SP: DNA with a single strand break
PP: DNA with a double strand break
Scheme 1. E: Enzyme
E0 : Enzyme in an alternative conformation

1 mg/ml. Moreover, the observed rate constants are the
same within error if the cleavage complexes are chased by
a rapid dilution instead of unlabeled DNA (data not
shown). DNA cleavage was analyzed by denaturing
PAGE as described above.
Quantitative analysis of DNA cleavage data
The DNA cleavage data were analyzed in terms of a
minimal reaction framework describing the DNA cleavage
reaction (Scheme 1). According to Scheme 1, the enzyme
(E) binds double-stranded DNA (SS, where each ‘S’ refers
to one strand in the uncleaved substrate DNA) and
undergoes a conformational change (Kiso; see below
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and our unpublished data) before it cleaves the ﬁrst and
the second DNA strand (Kclvg,1 and Kclvg,2, respectively).
The assays herein cannot distinguish all species in Scheme
1, so the available data are not suﬃcient to deﬁne values
for all equilibrium constants in Scheme 1. We therefore
considered a simpliﬁed reaction framework (Scheme 2)
that consists of a single binding and a single chemical step
with which we can analyze the data, albeit at a lower
resolution.
Reduction of Scheme 1 to Scheme 2 entails grouping
together the two non-covalent enzyme-DNA species [(ESS)
and (E’SS); Scheme 1] and the two covalent species [(E’SP)
and (E’PP)]. We termed the equilibria in Scheme 2 the
apparent binding and the apparent cleavage equilibria
(Kd,app and Kclvg,app). Kd,app can be interpreted as an
approximation of the diﬀerence in thermodynamic stability between the most stable non-covalent enzyme–DNA
complex in Scheme 1 and the free reactants. Analogously,
Kclvg,app approximates the diﬀerence in thermodynamic
stability between the most stable covalent and the most
stable non-covalent complex.
The apparent binding and the apparent cleavage
equilibria (Kclvg,app and Kd,app, Scheme 2) cannot be
precisely determined from the data. This limitation is
rooted in the way DNA cleavage is measured. We assay
only the total amount of cleaved DNA strands. Singlestrand breaks introduced by the enzyme (species E’SP,
Scheme 1) produce only half the cleavage signal of doublestrand breaks, and a given amount of cleaved product can
correspond to diﬀerent combinations of singly versus
doubly cleaved species (E0 SP and E0 PP). Fortunately,
independent experiments using a DNA substrate with
the sequence of Dup134 bp; G2T have shown that there is
little accumulation of the [E’SP] species [(E0 PP)/(E0 SP) ¼ 5
and (E0 SP)/(ESS) þ (E0 SS)] ¼ 0.26; Scheme 1; manuscript in
preparation). We therefore approximated Kclvg,app and
Kd,app in the analysis by neglecting that single-strand
breaks result in a lower signal than double- strand breaks.
We termed these approximations Kd,obs and Kclvg,obs in
the Results section. The deviations of the observed
from the apparent equilibria are 52-fold (Supplementary
Data), small enough so that conclusions drawn herein
are not aﬀected.
Experimental errors were estimated by independent
repetitions of experiments with the duplexes Dup134 bp,
Dup146 bp, Dup134 bp; G2T, Dup146 bp; G2T, Dup134 bp; G2T,
C9T, Dup134 bp; G2T, 11CTAGGAT, Dup234 bp, Dup246 bp.
Values obtained for Kd,obs varied 52-fold and for
Kclvg,obs51.5-fold.
The DNA competition data in Figure 4 below were used
to extract the dissociation constants of the competing,
unlabeled DNA. To this end, systems of linear equations
were constructed based on the equilibria describing
Scheme 3. The system of linear equations was solved for
the fraction of radio-labeled DNA that is cleaved by the
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Scheme 3.

enzyme [(EPP1)/(SS1)tot], dependent on the total enzyme
and DNA concentrations and the four equilibrium
constants in Scheme 3 in Mathematica 5.0 [Equation (1);
Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL].
½EPP1 =½SS1 tot ¼ ðKclvg,app,1  ðð½Etot  ðð1 þ Kclvg,app,2 Þ Kd,app,1
 2 ð1 þ Kclvg,app,1 Þ Kd,app,2 ÞÞ þ Kd,app,1  ðKd,app,2 þ ½SS2 tot
pﬃﬃ

þ Kclvg,app,2  ½SS2 tot  ð ½E2tot ð1 þ Kclvg,app,2 Þ2
 2 ½Etot  ð1 þ Kclvg,app,2 Þ ðKd,app,2 þ ½SS2 tot
þ Kclvg,app,2  ½SS2 tot þ ðKd,app,2 þ ½SS2 tot
þ Kclvg,app,2  ½SS2 tot Þ2 ÞÞÞÞ=ð2 ðð½Etot
þ ½Etot  Kclvg,app,1 þ Kd,app,1 Þ ððð1 þ Kclvg,app,2 Þ Kd,app,2 Þ
þ ð1 þ Kclvg,app,1 Þ Kd,app,2 Þ þ ð1 þ Kclvg,app,1 Þ
ð1 þ Kclvg,app,2 Þ Kd,app,1  ½SS2 tot ÞÞ

1

[SS1]tot and [SS2]tot in the equation represent the total
concentrations of radio-labeled and unlabeled DNA
duplex, and [E]tot the total enzyme concentration.
In addition to the total concentrations of DNA and
enzyme, three of the four equilibrium constants are
known: the cleavage equilibria for both DNA duplexes
and the aﬃnity of the radio-labeled DNA were obtained
independently by measuring cleavage with varying
enzyme concentrations and are tabulated in Table 1A.
The remaining unknown variable in Equation (1), the
aﬃnity of the competing unlabeled DNA, Kd,app, 2, was
obtained through a ﬁt of the competition data to
the equation.

RESULTS
The goal of this study was to gain insights into the
recognition of cognate DNA by topoisomerase II.
By assaying DNA binding and cleavage at equilibrium
for a series of DNA duplexes of varying sequences we
identiﬁed base pair positions along the duplex that are
recognized by the enzyme. Equilibrium and transient
kinetic measurements were used to distinguish the timing
of formation of these cognate interactions with respect to
individual steps in the cleavage reaction. In principle,
discrimination favoring speciﬁc cleavage sequences could
arise in the DNA-binding step, in the DNA cleavage
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step, or after DNA cleavage. These three models are
depicted in the panels A, B and C in Scheme 4. For each
model, free energy proﬁles for ‘good’ and ‘poor’ substrates
are in black and red, respectively (E: enzyme, SS:
DNA, where the two S’s designate the two strands in
one DNA duplex in their uncleaved substrate form,
PP: DNA in which both strands are in the cleaved
product form).
To facilitate this investigation, our reaction buﬀer
contained Ca2þ in place of the physiological Mg2þ. Ca2þ
signiﬁcantly increases the DNA cleavage signal (21),
thereby allowing accurate quantiﬁcation, but does not
alter the preferred cleavage sites (13,14,20,22). The DNA
duplexes we used had palindromic sequences (Table 1).
Because the two DNA strands in a palindrome are
identical it is not necessary to distinguish the extent of
cleavage of the two strands, greatly simplifying analysis.
Most of the palindromes we created were derived from
a previously characterized strong DNA cleavage site
for topoisomerase II (Dup134 bp and Dup234 bp and
their derivatives; Table 1A) (19). In addition, we designed
two palindromes from regions in the plasmid pBR322
and the human c-myc gene that were not cleaved
according to studies that mapped cleavage sites in long
stretches of DNA (Dup334 bp and Dup434 bp, Table 1A;
see the Materials and Methods section) (13,20,23). One
of these two duplexes, Dup334 bp, unexpectedly
contained a very strong DNA cleavage site. Eleven of
the 14 duplexes studied were 34-bp long, long enough
to cover the 28-bp footprint of topoisomerase II (24,25).
To probe for possible length dependences of
binding and reactivity, we extended three of these
duplexes by 6 bp on both ends, resulting in 46 bp duplexes
(Table 1B).
DNA binding and reactivity data were interpreted with
the help of a simpliﬁed reaction scheme for the DNA
cleavage reaction (Scheme 2; see the Materials and
Methods section). This scheme consists of three states:
the free reactants [enzyme (E) and DNA (SS)], the noncovalent enzyme–DNA complex (ESS) and the cleavage
complex (EPP). We termed the equilibria in the Scheme 2
the ‘apparent’ DNA aﬃnity (Kd,app) and the ‘apparent’
cleavage equilibrium (Kclvg,app), because ESS and EPP each
consist of subspecies (see the Materials and Methods
section). The apparent equilibria cannot be directly
determined from the data (see the Materials and
Methods section). However, our data allowed us to
obtain estimates or ‘observed’ values (Kd,obs and Kclvg,obs)
for the apparent equilibria in Scheme 2 (see the Materials
and Methods section). These observed values deviate

We ﬁrst compared the binding aﬃnity of DNA duplexes
that are good cleavage substrates (so-called ‘cognate’
duplexes) and DNA duplexes that are poorly or imperceptibly cleaved. For the subset of duplexes that are
cleaved by the enzyme, Kd,obs and Kclvg,obs can be
determined by monitoring the extent of cleavage at
equilibrium in titrations with constant, subsaturating
concentrations of DNA and varying concentrations of
enzyme (Figure 2). These curves yield two constants, the
concentration of enzyme that promotes half maximal
DNA cleavage (K1/2) and the fraction of DNA cleavage
with saturating concentrations of enzyme (‘maxcleavage’).
From this fraction, it is possible to calculate Kclvg,obs
[Equation (2)].
Kclvg,obs ¼ maxcleavage=ð1  maxcleavageÞ

2

With K1/2 and Kclvg,obs, Kd,obs is obtainable using Equation
(3), which is derived from Scheme 2.
Kd,obs ¼ K1=2 ð1 þ Kclvg,obs Þ

3

Values for Kd,obs and Kclvg,obs for individual duplexes
determined in this way are summarized in Table 1. For
Dup134 bp and its 34-bp long derivatives the maximal extent
of DNA cleavage varies between 10 and 76% (Figure 2
and Table 1A). However, the DNA-binding aﬃnity is
largely unaﬀected within the series of duplexes
(average aﬃnity 48  17 nM; Table 1A; Figure 3).
Moreover, 34-bp duplexes of unrelated DNA sequences
(Dup234 bp, Dup334 bp and Dup434 bp; A3C,A5T, G6C) bind
DNA with aﬃnities that are within a factor of two of
the average aﬃnity (23–100 nM; Table 1A; Figure 3).
We conclude from these results that topoisomerase II
does not discriminate between DNA sequences based on
DNA aﬃnity.
We identiﬁed one DNA duplex (Dup434 bp) for which
we could not detect cleavage, even with enzyme concentrations up to 900 nM (Table 1A and data not shown).
The model proposed above predicts that this duplex
binds with aﬃnities indistinguishable from the cleavable
duplexes. But because the duplex was not cleaved,
we could not use the DNA cleavage assay to determine
the aﬃnity of this duplex. Instead, we turned to a
competition assay (Scheme 3). In this assay, we incubated
subsaturating concentrations of enzyme, trace amounts of
a weakly cleavable, radiolabeled duplex (Dup234 bp)
and varying concentrations of unlabeled competitor
DNA. After equilibration, we determined the fraction
of cleaved radiolabeled duplex (Figure 4). As unlabeled
competitor DNA, we used either the duplex for
which no cleavage was detected (Dup434 bp) or, as a
control, a weakly cleavable duplex (Dup234 bp).
The two unlabeled DNA duplexes gave similar competition with the radiolabeled duplex. Estimates for the
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Figure 2. Aﬃnity and cleavage equilibrium determination for DNA duplexes. (A) Subsaturating concentrations of DNA (Dup134 bp; G2T; 50.5 nM)
and varying enzyme concentrations were mixed and equilibrated before the reaction was quenched. Cleaved DNA was separated from uncleaved
DNA by denaturing gel electrophoresis. Every second lane was loaded on the gel after a time delay to increase the space between the bands for
optimal quantiﬁcation. DNA cleavage data for the DNA palindromes Dup134 bp and Dup134 bp; G2T,C6T, C9T are shown in Figure S1. (B) DNA
cleavage from (A) was quantiﬁed (blue squares). In addition, results for the palindromes Dup134 bp (red triangles), Dup134 bp; G2T, C9T (green circles),
Dup134 bp; G2T, C6T (black diamonds) and Dup134 bp; G2T, C6T, C9T (magenta triangles) are shown. The data were ﬁt to the equation f ¼ [E] 
‘maxcleavage’/(K1/2 þ [E]) with f being the observed fraction of cleaved duplex at equilibrium, ‘maxcleavage’ the maximal fraction of cleaved DNA
with saturating enzyme concentrations, and K1/2 the concentration of enzyme necessary to achieve half-maximal DNA cleavage. The ﬁt parameters
are summarized in Table 1A, along with other results.
1000

0.1

Fraction cleaved

0.08

Kd,obs (nM)

100

10

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
1

0.01

0.1

1

Kclvg, obs

Figure 3. DNA duplex aﬃnity (Kd,obs) does not correlate with the
ability of the enzyme to cleave the duplex (Kclvg,obs). The observed
aﬃnity and cleavage equilibria of 34-bp duplexes were obtained from
Table 1A. The arrow indicates a data point, for which only an upper
limit was established. A model in which the fold increase in the
observed aﬃnity correlates with the fold increase in the observed
cleavage equilibrium ﬁts the data poorly (dashed line; slope of negative
one in the double logarithmic plot). The data are best represented by a
model in which there is at most weak correlation between the DNA
aﬃnity and its propensity to being cleaved (solid line; slope of 0.11 in
the double logarithmic plot).

aﬃnities were obtained through ﬁts of the data to a simple
competition model, with values of 23 and 25 nM for
the two duplexes (Figure 4; Dup234 bp and Dup434 bp,
Table 1A). The dissociation constant measured for

0

200

400

600

800

[Competitor DNA] (nM)
Figure 4. Dup434 bp, a DNA duplex for which no DNA cleavage was
observed, binds to the DNA cleavage domains with a similar aﬃnity as
Dup234 bp, a weakly cleavable duplex. Radiolabeled Dup234 bp (0.3 nM)
was mixed with enzyme (17 nM) in the presence of varying concentrations of unlabeled competitor DNA (black squares: Dup234 bp;
red circles: Dup434 bp). Lines are ﬁts of the data to a simple competition
scheme (Scheme 3). Estimates for the DNA duplex aﬃnities determined
in this way are summarized in Table 1A.

Dup234 bp by the competition assay was within error of
the value obtained from titrating DNA with enzyme
(23 and 36 nM, Table 1A).
We conclude from the above data that topoisomerase II
does not distinguish cognate from non-cognate DNA
during the DNA-binding step (Scheme 4, Model A).
Consequently, steps after DNA binding must be used to
discriminate cleavage from non-cleavage sites in DNA
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Additional interactions involved in binding G-DNA
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The DNA sequence in one family of DNA duplexes,
Dup134 bp and its eight derivatives, was systematically
varied to probe the eﬀects of base-pair mutations on DNA
cleavage. The extent of DNA cleavage within this series
varies between 10 and 80% (Figure 2 and Table 1). The
eﬀects of varying the DNA sequence on Kclvg,obs allowed
us to infer contributions of diﬀerent regions of the duplex
in the recognition process.
Varying the duplex length from 34 and 46 bp has
only a small eﬀect on the observed cleavage
equilibrium (on average 1.2  0.1-fold corresponding to
0.11  0.06 kcal/mol; Table 1), suggesting that the enzyme
does not make speciﬁc contacts to the ﬂanking 6 bp in the
three 46 bp duplexes. It cannot be ruled out, however, that
the enzyme could form speciﬁc interactions to nucleotides
within this region if diﬀerent ﬂanking sequences were
used; it is also possible that cognate interactions could
form with regions outside the central 46 bp. Varying the
outer 7 bp on both sides of the 34 bp duplexes also has
only small eﬀects on the observed DNA cleavage
equilibrium (51.3-fold, corresponding to 50.06 kcal/mol
per side of the duplex; compare Dup134 bp; G2T with
Dup134 bp; G2T, 11CTAGGAT and Dup134 bp; G2T, 11GATTTCA;
Table 1A and Figure 5). Thus, the results suggest that this
region of the duplex is not speciﬁcally recognized in the
cleavage process. In contrast, changing single base pairs
within the central 20 bp of the duplexes aﬀected the
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To probe the length dependence of DNA binding, we
measured the DNA aﬃnities of three DNA duplexes that
were 46 instead of 34-bp long (Table 1B). The 46-bp
duplexes bound on average 7.8  1.5-fold more tightly
than their shorter relatives (Table 1). The increase of the
aﬃnity upon increasing the DNA length beyond 34 bp
could indicate that the enzyme can bind in multiple
registers when longer DNA is used or that 34-bp duplexes
are not suﬃciently long to realize all potential binding
interactions with the enzyme (26). Most simply, DNA
cleavage at the central cleavage site within the duplexes
would be expected to decrease if the ﬁrst model were to
hold. Such a decrease is not observed (Table 1). The data
therefore support models in which 34-bp duplexes do not
provide all of the determinants for binding. Crystal
structures of fragments of DNA gyrase and yeast DNA
topoisomerase II, however, reveal a DNA-binding domain
that is not wide enough to contact 434 bp (27–29). It is
possible that there is an additional DNA-binding domain
that is not present in the crystal structures. One candidate
is the C-terminal domain (CTD), as CTDs of prokaryotic
and eukaryotic type II topoisomerases have been suggested to be involved in DNA binding (30–36).
Alternatively, the additional ﬂanking sequences could
have an indirect eﬀect, rigidifying DNA within the binding
site or providing an electrostatic attraction.

0.7
Deleterious effect on
Kclvg,obs (kcal / mol)

(Model B or C). Before we distinguish between those
models, we examine the length dependence of binding and
reactivity.

Figure 5. Deleterious eﬀect of base-pair changes along the DNA duplex
on the cleavage equilibrium Kclvg,obs. Numbering of base pairs as in
Table 1. Fold diﬀerences in Kclvg,obs (Table 1) upon changing base pairs
in Dup134 bp were calculated from which the energy of this perturbation
was calculated (see the Materials and Methods section). Positions along
the duplex that were not mutated remain blank in the graph. The
dashed line circle designates the center of the palindrome. Each basepair change in one half side was also introduced in the other half side
of the duplex. In the graph, we assume that the observed energetic
eﬀects of the mutations in the half sides are additive. The outer 7 nt of
the duplex were changed en bloc (compare Dup134 bp; G2T with
Dup134 bp; G2T, 11CTAGGAT and Dup134 bp; G2T, 11GATTTCA; Table 1).
Substitution of this region had a 530% eﬀect on Kclvg,obs (Table 1). We
assume in the graph that this modest eﬀect did not arise through
compensatory large positive and large negative eﬀects of changing
multiple base pairs at a time. The arrowhead marks the base to which
the active site tyrosine (Y782) covalently attaches.

cleavage equilibrium by up to 0.6 kcal/mol (Table 1A and
Figure 5), suggesting that the enzyme forms cognate
interactions with these base pairs.
To gain further insights into the importance of
individual base pairs for the recognition process we
attempted to transform the non-cleavable DNA duplex
Dup434 bp into a cleavable one. To this end, we compared
the sequences of the Dup434 bp with the sequences of the
cleavable substrates. Base pairs at three positions (3, 5 and
6) within one half-site of the central 20 bp of the noncleavable duplex diﬀered from the corresponding base
pairs in the cleavable duplexes (Table 1A). The enzyme
gained the ability to cleave this duplex upon mutation of
these 3 bp in both half-sites (Table 1A, compare Kclvg,obs of
Dup434 bp with that of Dup434 bp; A3C,A5T, G6C). Per halfsite, these 3 bp collectively contribute 41 kcal/mol during
the recognition process. We have not deconvoluted the
relative contributions of these 3 bp in cleavage site
selection.
Topoisomerase forms specific interactions to cognate DNA
before DNA cleavage
Above, we identiﬁed interactions between the DNA and
the enzyme that contribute to recognition of cognate
DNA. The observation that DNA cleavage, but not
binding, is aﬀected by DNA sequence suggests that the
contacts important for cleavage site selection are formed
only after association of enzyme and DNA. Here we ask
whether the contacts are formed before the cleavage
step—to promote it or after the DNA cleavage step—to
stabilize the cleaved complex (Scheme 4, Models B and C).
These models can be distinguished by measuring
the religation rate constant for good and poor DNA
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cleavage substrates. If formation of these contacts prior to
cleavage is responsible for the diﬀerent extents of cleavage
(Model B) then the religation rate would be unaﬀected by
the DNA sequence. If, on the other hand, the contacts are
formed only after cleavage and ‘pull’ the equilibrium
toward cleaved products (Model C) then the religation
rate would be slower with cognate DNA sequences.
As DNA religation, not DNA dissociation, is rate limiting
for the overall religation reaction (manuscript in preparation), DNA religation can be directly probed by pulse
chase experiments in which the enzyme is ﬁrst allowed to
cleave a radio-labeled DNA duplex before the mixture is
chased with excess unlabeled DNA to allow irreversible
religation.
We measured DNA religation for the duplex Dup134 bp;
G2T and a variant with a mutation at the positions 6 and
6 (Dup134 bp; G2T, C6T). This mutation reduces the cleavage
equilibrium by 8-fold (Table 1A). As a control, we
monitored DNA religation of a third duplex in which
the bases at the positions 9 and 9 are altered (Dup134 bp;
G2T, C9T). The C9T mutation has only a small (1.5-fold)
eﬀect on DNA cleavage (Table 1A Figure 5). The DNA
religation time courses are shown in Figure 6. The three
DNA duplexes are religated with indistinguishable
rate constants. These results provide strong evidence
that the enzyme has interactions with the regions around
the base pairs at position 6 and 6 in the transition state
for DNA cleavage (Scheme 4, Model B) and not just after
DNA cleavage (Model C). Additional kinetic data show
that the transition state for overall DNA cleavage is
associated with cleavage of the ﬁrst DNA strand and not
the second (manuscript in preparation). The cognate
contacts are therefore formed prior to cleavage of the
ﬁrst strand.
1
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Figure 6. The DNA duplexes Dup134 bp; G2T (red circles), Dup134 bp;
G2T, C6T (black triangles) and Dup134 bp; G2T, C9T (blue squares) are
religated with similar rate constants. DNA religation was measured in a
pulse chase experiment. First, the enzyme was incubated with
radiolabeled DNA duplex to allow DNA cleavage to take place.
Then, the reaction mixture was chased with excess, unlabeled DNA,
and the disappearance of cleaved DNA was followed over time. The
data are ﬁt to a single exponential expression (lines). Best ﬁt values:
(red),
kobs ¼ 0.042  0.011 s1
(black),
kobs ¼ 0.037  0.003 s1
kobs ¼ 0.038  0.004 s1 (blue).

Although in principle the cognate interactions could
arise concomitant with formation of the transition state
for cleavage, the direct coupling of a physical process of
formation of binding interactions and the bond vibrations
that lead to cleavage is a physically unreasonable
interpretation. This scenario would require the coupling
of physical events that typically take place on disparate
time scales and an enormously complex (and thus highly
improbable) reaction coordinate (37,38). Thus, we conclude that interactions involved in recognizing cognate
DNA sequences occur subsequent to binding but prior to
cleavage of the ﬁrst DNA strand.
DISCUSSION
More than a century ago, Fisher (39) proposed that
biological recognition is analogous to the ﬁt between a
lock and key. Since then, this proposal has been reﬁned to
include dynamic motions that the enzyme and substrate
undergo upon binding (38,40–42) and it has been
recognized that binding energy can be used to promote
these conformational changes (43). Such recognition
processes become still more complex for enzymes that
couple diﬀerent processes, such as the coupling of the
conformational changes for DNA strand passage and the
hydrolysis of two ATPs by type II topoisomerases.
We have investigated the binding process between
topoisomerase II and its DNA cleavage substrate, the
G-DNA. We used a series of DNA duplexes of related and
unrelated sequences and determined their aﬃnity and
reactivity with thermodynamic and transient kinetic
measurements. Our results indicate that the recognition
process occurs in at least two phases. The aﬃnities for
duplexes are similar and do not correlate with the ability
of the enzyme to cleave them. Thus, speciﬁc interactions
between the enzyme and the elements on the DNA that
deﬁne the cleavage site are not yet formed in this phase.
The similar DNA aﬃnities of the tested DNA duplexes are
consistent with a model in which DNA poses an
isoenergetic surface for the enzyme. Such an isoenergetic
surface may facilitate sliding of the enzyme along the
DNA (44), a property that has been suggested for other
DNA-binding enzymes to accelerate formation of the
cognate enzyme–DNA complex (45) and may increase the
processivity of topoisomerase II (46).
The second phase of the recognition process takes place
after DNA binding. During this phase, cognate interactions between the enzyme and the DNA cleavage site are
formed. The contacts provide a speciﬁcity of 4600-fold,
corresponding to 43.8 kcal/mol of recognition energy
(Table 1A; compare Kclvg,obs of Dup134 bp with that of
Dup434 bp). Changes in the DNA sequence outside the
central 20 bp did not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the enzyme’s
ability to cleave the bound duplex. We therefore suggest
that the sequence information deﬁning a cleavage site of
yeast topoisomerase II is contained within the central
20 bp. Such a length for the recognition site is consistent
with earlier studies that derived consensus sequences of up
to 20 bp (6–12). In the light of the modest energetic
contributions of individual base pairs within the cleavage
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site for the selection process, the long recognition
sequence and the limited number of known cleavage
sites, it is not surprising that the predictive value of
existing consensus sequences has been limited (14).
Using the strongest cognate contact that we have
identiﬁed (Figure 5, positions 6 and 6) we probed the
timing of cognate contact formation relative to DNA
cleavage and showed that the cognate interaction is
formed prior to DNA cleavage (Figure 6). This interaction
therefore does not provide speciﬁcity by merely stabilizing
the cleaved state. Presumably the cognate interaction is
formed upon a transient, energetically uphill conformational rearrangement of the enzyme–DNA complex that
takes place before DNA cleavage. A hypothetical free
energy proﬁle for a model that is consistent with our data
is shown in Scheme 5 (coloring as in Scheme 4). To
account for the similar DNA binding of DNA duplexes
that vary in their capacity to being cleaved, the
isomerization step must be thermodynamically unfavorable. The binding energy of the cognate contact is used
to promote this conformational change, stabilizing
E’SS relative to ESS. In Scheme 5, the chemical step,
not the binding or isomerization step, limits the rate of
DNA cleavage as suggested from additional kinetic data
(manuscript in preparation).
A thermodynamically unfavorable isomerization step
of the enzyme–DNA complex that occurs prior to
DNA cleavage was independently identiﬁed by a kinetic
dissection of the DNA cleavage reaction, and the results
suggested that the closure of the ATPase domains is part
of this conformational change (manuscript in preparation). We therefore speculate that the conformational step
that examines the identity of DNA is also induced by
closure of the ATPase domains. The ability to adjust the
extent of DNA cleavage by varying the DNA sequence
may be a valuable tool for future structural studies aimed
at distinguishing diﬀerent complexes and conformational
states that are involved in the complex and fascinating
reaction cycle of DNA topoisomerase II.
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